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Core-Collapse Supernova Explosion

neutrino 
cooling 

by diffusion

Implosion 
(Collapse)

Explosion

Neutrinos carry 99% of the 
released energy (~ 10    erg).53

Neutrino energies: ~ 10 MeV.
Neutrino emission time: ~ 10 s.



Delayed Neutrino-Driven Explosion

Recent review papers: Janka (2017). Mirizzi, Tamborra et al. (2016). 

• Shock wave forms within the iron core. 
It dissipates energy dissociating iron layer.

• Neutrinos provide energy to stalled 
shock wave to start re-expansion. 

• Convection and shock oscillations 
(standing accretion shock instability, 
SASI) enhance efficiency of neutrino 
heating and revive the shock.
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Fig. 3 Dynamical phases of stellar core collapse and explosion by the neutrino-driven mechanism:
infall, core bounce, stagnation of the bounce shock, accretion and neutrino heating, shock revival,
and outward acceleration of the neutrino-powered SN shock front (from top left to bottom right).
The horizontal scales of the plots are roughly 15,000 km, 4000 km, 4000 km, 2000 km, 2000 km,
and 10,000 km, respectively. The different shells are not displayed to scale, but the central regions
and the new-born, hot NS (the “proto-NS”) are (approximately logarithmically) enlarged compared
to the outer layers. Superimposed on the graphical elements are results from 3D simulations of
pre-collapse convective O-shell burning by Müller et al (2016b) and of postshock asymmetries
(buoyant plumes of high-entropy matter and accretion cooler downflows) during the first second
of the SN explosion as computed by Wongwathanarat et al (2013). In the bottom-right image
the spherical neutrino-driven wind, composed of free neutrons and protons (n, p), is visible in
green. It recombines to a-particles and heavy nuclei (Zk,Nk) when the temperatures decrease in
the expanding outflow. The sharp, nearly spherical discontinuity bounding the green area is the
reverse shock that terminates the supersonic expansion of the neutrino-driven wind



SASI Detection Perspectives (27 M     )sun

 Expected rate above IceCube background

 Hyper-K rate = 1/3 IceCube rate

SASI still detectable

Strong signal modulation
(optimistic observer direction)

Weak signal modulation
(pessimistic observer direction)
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tum distribution to be axisymmetric around the radial
direction everywhere, implying that the neutrino fluxes
are radial. The detectable energy-dependent neutrino
emission from the hemisphere facing an observer is de-
termined with a post-processing procedure that includes
projection and limb-darkening effects [30]. We will use
the 27M! model as our benchmark case because its prop-
erties have been published [15]. Details of the other two
simulations will be provided elsewhere [47].
Detector signal.—In the largest operating detectors,

IceCube and Super-K, neutrinos are primarily detected
by inverse beta decay, ν̄e+p → n+e+, through Cherenkov
radiation of the positron. We represent the neutrino
emission spectra in the form of Gamma distributions
[48, 49]. We estimate the neutrino signal following the
IceCube Collaboration [37], accounting for a ∼13% dead-
time effect for background reduction. We use a cross sec-
tion that includes recoil effects and other corrections [50],
overall reducing the detection rate by 30% relative to ear-
lier studies [20, 21, 51]. On the other hand, we increase
the rate by 6% to account for detection channels other
than inverse beta decay [37].
We assume an average background of 0.286 ms−1 for

each of the 5160 optical modules, i.e., an overall back-
ground rate of Rbkgd = 1.48× 103 ms−1, comparable to
the signal rate for a SN at 10 kpc. The IceCube data ac-
quisition system has been upgraded since the publication
of Ref. [37] so that the full neutrino time sequence will
be available instead of time bins.
IceCube will register in total around 106 events above

background for a SN at 10 kpc, to be compared with
around 104 events for Super-K (fiducial mass 32 kton),
i.e., IceCube has superior statistics. On the other hand,
the future Hyper-K will have a fiducial mass of 740 kton,
providing a background-free signal of roughly 1/3 the Ice-
Cube rate. Therefore, Hyper-K can have superior signal
statistics, depending on SN distance. In addition, it has
event-by-event energy information which we do not use
for our simple comparison.
Signal modulation in the 27M! model.—To get a first

impression of the neutrino signal modulation we consider
our published 27M! model [15], meanwhile simulated
until ∼550 ms. This model shows clear SASI activity at
120–260ms. At ∼220ms a SASI spiral mode sets in and
remains largely confined to an almost stable plane, which
is not aligned with the polar grid of the simulation. We
select an observer in this plane in a favorable direction
and show the expected IceCube signal in the top panel
of Fig. 1. One case assumes the signal to be caused by
anti-neutrinos emitted as ν̄e at the source, i.e., we ignore
flavor conversions. The other case takes into account
complete flavor conversion so that the signal is caused by
ν̄x, i.e., a combination of ν̄µ and ν̄τ . Both cases reveal
large signal modulations with a clear periodicity.
The first SASI episode ends abruptly with the accre-

tion of the Si/SiO interface, followed by large-scale con-
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FIG. 1: Detection rate for our 27 M! SN progenitor, upper
panels for IceCube, bottom one for Hyper-K. The observer
direction is chosen for strong signal modulation, except for
the second panel (minimal modulation). Upper two panels:
IceCube rate at 10 kpc for ν̄e (no flavor conversion) and for
ν̄x (complete flavor conversion). The lower two panels include
a random shot-noise realization, 5ms bins, for the indicated
SN distances. For IceCube also the background fluctuations
without a SN signal are shown.

vection with much smaller and less periodic signal mod-
ulations (see also Figs. 1, 2, and 6 of Ref. [15]). After
about 410 ms, SASI activity begins again until the end
of our simulation. The signal modulation is now weaker,
partly owing to a lower SASI amplitude and partly to the
chosen observer direction being no longer optimal.

Tamborra et al., PRL (2013). Tamborra et al., PRD (2014). 



SASI Detection Perspectives

SASI seems to occur for the heavier SN progenitors only. 

Convective motions
SASI spiral mode
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27 M     SN progenitor: 
Two SASI episodes with 
convective phase in between.

sun 20 M     SN progenitor: 
One SASI episode.

sun 11.2 M      SN progenitor: 
Large scale convection. 

sun

Tamborra, Hanke, Mueller, Janka, Raffelt, PRL (2013), PRD (2014). See also: Melson, Janka, Marek, ApJ (2015). 



Power Spectrum of the Event Rate

Power spectrum of the IceCube event rate in [100,300] ms
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A peak appears at the SASI frequency of ~ 80 Hz for the 20 and 27 M     SN progenitors.sun

Tamborra, Hanke, Mueller, Janka, Raffelt, PRL (2013).



LESA Instability



Tamborra, Hanke, Janka, Mueller, Raffelt, Marek, ApJ (2014).

Lepton Number Flux Evolution

2 Tamborra et al.

Figure 1. Lepton-number flux (⌫e minus ⌫̄e) for our 11.2 M� model as a function of direction for the indicated times post bounce. The latitudes and longitudes,
indicated by dotted lines, correspond to the angular coordinates of the polar grid of the numerical simulation. The flux in each panel is normalized to its average,
i.e., the quantity (F⌫e � F⌫̄e )/hF⌫e � F⌫̄e i is color coded. The lepton-number emission asymmetry is a large-scale feature which at later times has clear dipole
character. The black dots indicate the positive dipole direction of the flux distribution, the black crosses mark the negative dipole direction. The dipole track
between 70 and 340 ms is shown as a dark-gray line. Once the dipole is strongly developed, its direction remains essentially stable and shows no correlation with
the x-, y-, and z-axes of the numerical grid. The dipole direction is also independent of polar hot spots, which are persistent, local features of moderate amplitude
and an artifact connected with numerical peculiarities near the z-axis as coordinate singularity of the polar grid.

expands the shock, increases the gain layer and, again, can
enhance the e�ciency of neutrino-energy deposition (Marek
& Janka 2009) even when convection is weak or its growth
is suppressed because of a small shock-stagnation radius
and correspondingly fast infall velocities in the gain layer
(Foglizzo, Scheck, & Janka 2006; Scheck et al. 2008). This
nonradial instability was first observed in 2D simulations with
a full 180� grid (Janka & Müller 1996; Mezzacappa et al.
1998; Janka et al. 2003, 2004), but not immediately rec-

ognized as a new e↵ect beyond large-scale convection. It
was unambiguously identified in 2D hydrodynamical simu-
lations of idealized, adiabatic (and thus non-convective) post-
shock accretion flows (Blondin, Mezzacappa, & DeMarino
2003). SASI was found to possess the highest growth rates
for the lowest-order (dipole and quadrupole) spherical har-
monics (Blondin & Mezzacappa 2006; Foglizzo et al. 2007;
Iwakami et al. 2008) and to give rise to spiral-mode mass
motions in 3D simulations (Blondin & Mezzacappa 2007;
Iwakami et al. 2009; Fernández 2010; Hanke et al. 2013) or
in 2D setups without the constraint of axisymmetry (Blondin
& Mezzacappa 2007; Yamasaki & Foglizzo 2008; Foglizzo
et al. 2012). The instability can be explained by an advective-
acoustic cycle of amplifying entropy and vorticity perturba-
tions in the cavity between accretion shock and PNS surface
(Foglizzo 2002; Foglizzo et al. 2007; Scheck et al. 2008;
Guilet & Foglizzo 2012) and has important consequences for
NS kicks (Scheck et al. 2004, 2006; Nordhaus et al. 2010b,
2012; Wongwathanarat, Janka, & Müller 2010, 2013) and
spins (Blondin & Mezzacappa 2007; Rantsiou et al. 2011;
Guilet & Fernández 2013), quasi-periodic neutrino emission
modulations (Marek, Janka, & Müller 2009; Lund et al.
2010; Tamborra et al. 2013), and SN gravitational-wave sig-

nals (Marek, Janka, & Müller 2009; Murphy, Ott, & Burrows
2009; Müller, Janka, & Marek 2013).

We here report the discovery of a new type of low-mode
nonradial instability, LESA, which we have observed in 3D
hydrodynamical simulations with detailed, energy-dependent,
three-flavor neutrino transport using the Prometheus-Vertex
code. Our current portfolio of simulated 3D models in-
cludes an 11.2 M� model that shows violent large-scale con-
vection but no obvious signs of SASI activity during the sim-
ulated period of postbounce evolution, a 20 M� model with
a long SASI phase, and a 27 M� model in which episodes of
SASI alternate with phases of dominant large-scale convec-
tion (Hanke et al. 2013; Tamborra et al. 2013). While all
models exhibit LESA, with di↵erent orientations of the emis-
sion dipole, the clearest case is the 11.2 M� model, because
the new e↵ect is not overlaid with SASI activity.

To provide a first impression of our new and intriguing phe-
nomenon we show in Fig. 1 the distribution of lepton-number
emission (⌫e minus ⌫̄e) for the 11.2 M� model over the stel-
lar surface at postbounce (p.b.) times of 148, 169, 210, and
240 ms. In each panel, the lepton-number flux is normalized
to the instantaneous average and the color scale covers the
range from �0.5 to 2.5 of this relative measure. We indicate
the positive dipole direction with a black dot, the negative
direction with a cross. We also show the track of the posi-
tive dipole direction as a dark-gray line, ranging from 70 ms
p.b., where the dipole begins forming, to the end of the sim-
ulation at 340 ms. While at 148 ms the dipole pattern is not
yet strong—a quadrupole component is clearly visible and
the dipole is still building up as we will see later—the subse-
quent snapshots reveal a strong dipole pattern with large am-
plitude: In the negative-dipole direction, the lepton-number

sunLepton-number flux for the 11.2 M      progenitor [                               ]. (F⌫e � F⌫̄e)/hF⌫e � F⌫̄ei

Lepton-number emission asymmetry (LESA) is a large-scale feature with dipole character. 

Once the dipole develops, its direction remains stable. No-correlation with numerical grid.  

positive dipole direction                   



Neutrino Energy Spectra

Neutrino flux spectra in opposite LESA directions (11.2 Msun, t = 210 ms)

During the accretion phase, fluxes strongly vary with the observer direction.  

Maximum lepton-number flux direction 

⌫e

⌫e

⌫
x

Minimum lepton-number flux direction 

⌫e

⌫e

⌫
x

Tamborra, Hanke, Janka, Mueller, Raffelt, Marek, ApJ (2014).



Lepton Number Flux Evolution
Monopole, dipole and quadrupole of the lepton number flux

Janka, Melson, Summa, ARNPS (2016). Tamborra, Hanke, Janka, Mueller, Raffelt, Marek, ApJ (2014).
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Figure 5

Evolution of the lepton-number emission as function of post-bounce time for eight 3D simulations for nonrotating 9.6, 11.2,
27, and 20M� progenitors (with di↵erent nuclear equations of state and di↵erent prescriptions of the neutrino opacities)
and for a 15M� star with slow and fast rotation (from top left to bottom right, as labeled). Each panel shows the overall
lepton-number flux (monopole of the angular distribution; black curve), and the power of the dipolar (red curve) and
quadrupolar components (blue curve). While the monopole declines along with the contraction of the proto-neutron star
and the progenitor-dependent decrease of the mass-accretion rate, all cases show the development of a strong dipole with
similar growth behavior but considerable variation of the growth time scale. The panel in the lower right corner displays
the electron-number fraction (Y

e

; electrons per nucleon) at around the time of the dipole maximum in the proto-neutron
star of the 9.6M� model as a representative case. The cross-sectional plane contains the dipole axis with excess ⌫

e

emission in the downward direction. The white circles correspond to contours for densities of 1014, 1013, 1012, 1011, and
1010 g cm�3 (from the center outward). The bluish ring is an asymmetric low-Y

e

layer interior to the neutrinosphere,
which partly overlaps with the convective shell inside of the proto-neutron star. (Figure courtesy of Georg Stockinger)

The LESA dipole direction and the SASI shock-deformation vector are uncorrelated and

not causally connected. The characteristic neutrino-emission properties of SASI and LESA

di↵er fundamentally (95, 96). SASI asymmetries and time-modulations are synchronized

between all neutrino species and can reach 10–20% of the total energy flux. In contrast, the

amplitude of the lepton-number flux dipole can even exceed the monopole, and the ⌫
e

and

⌫̄
e

emission maxima peak in opposite hemispheres. Di↵erent from these neutrinos, whose

26 Janka, Melson, & Summa



LESA-SASI Interference

No clear correlation between LESA and SASI. 
Interplay dependent on relative orientations of SASI plane and LESA dipole.

Tamborra et al., ApJ (2014). Tamborra et al., PRD (2014).
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Implications of the LESA Phenomenon

★ Nucleosynthesis in the neutrino heated ejecta: Considerable hemispheric asymmetry 
of the electron fraction in the neutrino ejecta.

★ Neutron star kicks: Asymmetric neutrino emission imparts a recoil on the nascent NS. 
 
★ LESA responsible for angular momentum transfer, i.e. spin-up of the nascent NS.

★ Neutrino-flavor conversions: 
• LESA depends on hemispheric asymmetry of neutrino heating rates 

    (modified by oscillations). 
• Flavor conversions modify the n/p ratio in the context of nucleosynthesis. 
• Directional neutrino-neutrino refraction index.



Consequences on Flavor Conversions



Neutrinos in supernovae interact with matter and among each other.

Neutrino Interactions

We still need 
to learn a lot!

Understood 
phenomenon.

interactions� � �

Non-linear phenomenon

Pantaleone, PLB 
287 (1992) 128
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Fast self-induced 
conversions?

(flavor equilibration?)

R⌫

SN envelope Vacuum Earth

(Earth Matter Effect)

 -sphere ⌫
MSW          resonance�m2

MSW         resonance�m2

vacuum oscillations

[not in scale]

Slow self-induced 
conversions

(spectral splits)

Shock wave

Simplified Picture of Flavor Conversions



Fast Pairwise Neutrino Conversions

Sawyer, PRD (2005), Sawyer, PRL (2016), Chakraborty et al., JCAP (2016).

Flavor conversion (vacuum or MSW):                       .
Lepton flavor violation by mass and mixing.

⌫e(p) ! ⌫µ(p)

Can occur without masses/mixing. No net lepton flavor change.

⌫e(p) + ⌫̄e(k) ! ⌫µ(p) + ⌫̄µ(k)
⌫e(p) + ⌫µ(k) ! ⌫µ(p) + ⌫e(k)

Pairwise flavor exchange by          scattering: ⌫ � ⌫

Growth rate:                                                vs.                            .  
p
2GF (n⌫e � n⌫̄e) ' 6.42 m�1 � �m2

2E
' 0.5 km�1

“Fast” conversions

Neutrino angular distributions crucial. 



Fast Pairwise Conversion of Supernova Neutrinos: A Dispersion Relation Approach

Ignacio Izaguirre,1 Georg Raffelt,1 and Irene Tamborra2
1Max-Planck-Institut für Physik (Werner-Heisenberg-Institut), Föhringer Ring 6, 80805 München, Germany

2Niels Bohr International Academy, Niels Bohr Institute, Blegdamsvej 17, 2100 Copenhagen, Denmark
(Received 10 October 2016; published 10 January 2017)

Collective pair conversion νeν̄e ↔ νxν̄x by forward scattering, where x ¼ μ or τ, may be generic for
supernova neutrino transport. Depending on the local angular intensity of the electron lepton number carried by
neutrinos, the conversion rate can be “fast,” i.e., of the order of

ffiffiffi
2

p
GFðnνe − nν̄eÞ ≫ Δm2

atm=2E. We present a
novel approach to understand these phenomena: a dispersion relation for the frequency and wave number
ðΩ;KÞ of disturbances in the mean field of νeνx flavor coherence. Runaway solutions occur in “dispersion
gaps,” i.e., in “forbidden” intervals ofΩ and/orKwhere propagatingplanewaves donot exist.We stress that the
actual solutions also depend on the initial and/or boundary conditions, which need to be further investigated.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.118.021101

Introduction.—The physics of core-collapse supernova
(SN) explosions and neutron-star (NS) mergers raise
unique questions about flavor evolution in environments
where neutrinos are dense. Their decoupling strongly
depends on flavor because β reactions dominate for νe
and ν̄e. As a result, the νeν̄e flux of the SN accretion phase
exceeds the νxν̄x fluxes [1], an effect that is even more
pronounced in NS mergers [2,3]. Moreover, the SN νe flux
is larger than the ν̄e one (deleptonization) and the other way
around in NS mergers.
The subsequent flavor evolution matters because SN

neutrinos not only carry away energy, but also deposit some
of it in the gain region below the stalled SN shock by
νe þ n → pþ e− and ν̄e þ p → nþ eþ, thus driving the
delayed explosion. At later stages, neutrinos regulate
the nucleosynthesis outcome in the neutrino-driven wind.
The neutrino signal from the next nearby SN will also
depend on the flavor ratio.
In the SN region of interest, the matter density is large

and suppresses conventional flavor conversion of the type
νeðpÞ → νxðpÞ, which is driven by neutrino masses and
mixing. This effect becomes important only at larger radii
where neutrinos undergo an MSW resonance [4].
Stochastic density variations from turbulence might stimu-
late flavor conversions [5], but have been found to be
ineffective during the accretion phase [6].
Neutrino-neutrino interactions can famously change this

picture [1,7–15] because flavor off-diagonal refraction by
νeνx coherence spawns conversion [16–18]. In this way,
neutrinos feed back upon themselves and can develop
collective runaway modes. Neutral-current interactions
preserve flavor, so we are dealing with flavor exchange
of the type νeðpÞ þ νxðkÞ ↔ νxðpÞ þ νeðkÞ and especially
νeðpÞ þ ν̄eðkÞ ↔ νxðpÞ þ ν̄xðkÞ by forward scattering.
Such pairwise swaps preserve net flavor, but still modify
subsequent charged-current interactions.
The impact of refractive νeν̄e ↔ νxν̄x conversion has

never been studied in SN simulations because such effects

seemed to arise only beyond the shock wave [19]. Yet,
Sawyer has long held that such conclusions result from
overly simplified assumptions about neutrino distributions
[20–22] and recently, other authors have followed suit
[23,24]. The key issue is the νe and ν̄e angle distributions to
be sufficiently different, in contrast to the traditional “bulb”
emission model. Another option is a “backward” νe and ν̄e
flux, which is unavoidable in the SN decoupling region and
also at larger distances [25,26]. The growth rate for “fast
multiangle instabilities” is of the order of

Φ0 ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
GFðnνe − nν̄eÞ ¼ 6.42 m−1 nνe − nν̄e

1031 cm−3 : ð1Þ

Notice that we use natural units with ℏ ¼ c ¼ 1, where
6.42 m−1 ¼ 1.92 × 109 s−1 ¼ 1.27 μeV. This rate is “fast”
in that it far exceeds the vacuum oscillation frequency
Δm2

atm=2E ¼ 0.5 km−1 where we have used Δm2
atm ¼

2.4 × 10−3 eV2 and E ¼ 12.5 MeV. Fast flavor conversion
does not require neutrino masses or mixing, except for
providing seed perturbations. Moreover, energy drops out,
forestalling the characteristic energy-dependent flavor
swaps found in many scenarios of collective flavor con-
version [1,9]. More likely, some sort of flavor equilibration
by chaotic evolution of many nonlinearly coupled modes
will occur [20–22,27–30].
We here propose a new perspective that vastly simplifies

both the conceptual understanding and the practical treat-
ment of these phenomena. The starting point is the mean
field of νeνx coherence, essentially the off-diagonal element
of the usual ϱðt; r;pÞ flavor matrix, which normally evolves
purely kinematically. However, after including νν refrac-
tion, ϱ becomes dynamical and we can think of the neutrino
medium as supporting flavor waves described by a wave
four vector K ¼ ðΩ;KÞ and a corresponding polarization
vector.
A propagating mode is a collective disturbance with a

certain frequency Ω. To fulfill the equation of motion

PRL 118, 021101 (2017) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S
week ending

13 JANUARY 2017

0031-9007=17=118(2)=021101(6) 021101-1 © 2017 American Physical Society

Izaguirre, Raffelt, Tamborra, PRL (2017). 

Instabilities of “flavor waves” Instabilities of “plasma waves” 

Georg Raffelt, MPI Physics, Munich Supernova Neutrinos, ISAPP 2017, 13–24 June 2017 

A Dispersion Relation Approach 

Classification  of  instabilities  of  “flavor  waves” Classification of instabilities of plasma waves 

Landau & Lifshitz, Vol.10, Physical Kinetics 
Chapter VI, Instability Theory 

Stable Particle-like 

Tachyon-like [Landau&Lifshitz, Vol. 10, Physical 
Kinetics, Chapter VI, Instability Theory]

3

Generic example.—We assume axial symmetry of Gv

and pick k in the radial direction (z). In ⇧µ⌫ all terms
linear in v

x,y

vanish, so Eq. (7) yields two equations
for (a0, az), providing Qv = (a0 � a

z

c
✓

)/(! � k
z

c
✓

)
where we have used k = (0, 0, k

z

). These are the bi-
modal and multi-zenith angle (MZA) polarizations [32],
which are axially symmetric. The diagonal ⇧µ⌫ terms
from v2
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and v2
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yield degenerate solutions for a
x,y

with
Qv = �(a
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), the axial symmetry
breaking multi-azimuth angle (MAA) polarizations.

To be explicit, we study the simplest non-trivial case:
two ✓ modes representing two zenith ranges, i.e., Gv =
G1�(c✓ � c1) +G2�(c✓ � c2). The axially symmetric po-
larizations produce a quadratic form in both ! and k

z

,
implying that the DRs are hyperbolas in the !–k

z

–plane,
as shown in Fig. 1. The axially breaking polarizations
provide similar results.

The left panels use forward modes (0 < cos ✓1,2 < 1)
as in traditional bulb emission. If ⌫

e

dominate in both
modes (upper left), both ! and k

z

are real: No fast flavor
conversion occurs. If one mode has a ⌫̄

e

excess (G1 < 0),
the DR has a gap, providing complex ! for real k

z

and
the other way round as indicated by the red blob. Distur-
bances with k

z

in the gap grow exponentially in time. A
real ! imposed at the boundary causes exponential spa-
tial growth. These conclusions carry over to more general
G(✓) where one needs a crossing from positive to nega-
tive ELN intensities to obtain a dispersion gap, which,
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FIG. 1. Dispersion relations (black lines) for two ✓ modes.
The thick red line is Re(!) for real k

z

or Re(k
z

) for real !. The
width of the blob is ±Im(!) or ±Im(k

z

). Left: Only outward
modes. Right: One outward and one backward mode. Top:
Both ⌫

e

excess. Bottom: Forward mode ⌫̄

e

excess.

in turn, enables fast flavor conversion, similar to spectral
crossings for slow modes [40–42].
One forward and one backward mode with ⌫

e

excess
(upper right) produce two branches of real ! for all k

z

,
but an ! gap. All spatial disturbances propagate, but a
“forbidden” frequency imposed at the boundary causes
exponential spatial growth. If instead, one of our two
modes has ⌫̄

e

excess (lower right), there is a gap in k
z

.
Wave numbers in this range imply temporal run away.
The direction of a general k can be chosen such that

it feels forward and backward modes, even if all modes
are forward in the SN frame. If Gv > 0 everywhere
(no crossing), such cases produce a DR analogous to the
upper right panel (an ! gap). The neutrino flow is a very
anisotropic medium, so dispersion strongly depends on k̂.
Moreover, some components of k may be real and only
one of them complex, producing exponential variation in
only one spatial direction for a certain ! gap.
Realistic distribution.—The flavor-dependent neutrino

angle distributions from SN simulations are not readily
available. To gain intuition, we have extracted the ELN
distributions from a Garching simulation of a 15 M�
progenitor [26, 43, 44]. Figure 2 shows a typical case
not far from the decoupling region. For larger distances,
the ELN profile is horizontally compressed near the for-
ward (cos ✓ = 1) direction, although backward modes
(cos ✓ < 0) are never empty. One key feature is the for-
ward dip due to ⌫̄

e

being more forward peaked than ⌫
e

.
However, we have not found any place or time in this
model where this dip would go negative.

FIG. 2. Electron lepton number (ELN) angle distribution G

✓

of a 15 M� SN simulation at 280 ms post bounce and a radius
37 km. We plot an ELN number density, to be converted to
a weak potential by Eq. (1). We show a mildly smoothed
approximation suitable for analytic post processing.

Figure 3 shows the DR implied by G
✓

of Fig. 2 for
a radial-moving mode with k = (0, 0, k

z

). Without ⌫⌫
interactions, the DR is ! = c

✓

k
z

for any angle mode
c
✓

(gray-shaded region). Including ⌫⌫ interactions, this
region becomes a “zone of avoidance” for propagating
collective oscillations as Qv / 1/(!�c

✓

k
z

) would be sin-
gular. The thick blue lines are the dispersion relations for
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Existing investigations are simplified case studies. Further work needed.

Flavor equipartition might occur close to neutrino decoupling region. Explosion affected?

Non-negligible inward neutrino flux may 
induce fast conversions. 

Fast Pairwise Neutrino Conversions
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Figure 1. Lepton-number flux (⌫e minus ⌫̄e) for our 11.2 M� model as a function of direction for the indicated times post bounce. The latitudes and longitudes,
indicated by dotted lines, correspond to the angular coordinates of the polar grid of the numerical simulation. The flux in each panel is normalized to its average,
i.e., the quantity (F⌫e � F⌫̄e )/hF⌫e � F⌫̄e i is color coded. The lepton-number emission asymmetry is a large-scale feature which at later times has clear dipole
character. The black dots indicate the positive dipole direction of the flux distribution, the black crosses mark the negative dipole direction. The dipole track
between 70 and 340 ms is shown as a dark-gray line. Once the dipole is strongly developed, its direction remains essentially stable and shows no correlation with
the x-, y-, and z-axes of the numerical grid. The dipole direction is also independent of polar hot spots, which are persistent, local features of moderate amplitude
and an artifact connected with numerical peculiarities near the z-axis as coordinate singularity of the polar grid.

expands the shock, increases the gain layer and, again, can
enhance the e�ciency of neutrino-energy deposition (Marek
& Janka 2009) even when convection is weak or its growth
is suppressed because of a small shock-stagnation radius
and correspondingly fast infall velocities in the gain layer
(Foglizzo, Scheck, & Janka 2006; Scheck et al. 2008). This
nonradial instability was first observed in 2D simulations with
a full 180� grid (Janka & Müller 1996; Mezzacappa et al.
1998; Janka et al. 2003, 2004), but not immediately rec-

ognized as a new e↵ect beyond large-scale convection. It
was unambiguously identified in 2D hydrodynamical simu-
lations of idealized, adiabatic (and thus non-convective) post-
shock accretion flows (Blondin, Mezzacappa, & DeMarino
2003). SASI was found to possess the highest growth rates
for the lowest-order (dipole and quadrupole) spherical har-
monics (Blondin & Mezzacappa 2006; Foglizzo et al. 2007;
Iwakami et al. 2008) and to give rise to spiral-mode mass
motions in 3D simulations (Blondin & Mezzacappa 2007;
Iwakami et al. 2009; Fernández 2010; Hanke et al. 2013) or
in 2D setups without the constraint of axisymmetry (Blondin
& Mezzacappa 2007; Yamasaki & Foglizzo 2008; Foglizzo
et al. 2012). The instability can be explained by an advective-
acoustic cycle of amplifying entropy and vorticity perturba-
tions in the cavity between accretion shock and PNS surface
(Foglizzo 2002; Foglizzo et al. 2007; Scheck et al. 2008;
Guilet & Foglizzo 2012) and has important consequences for
NS kicks (Scheck et al. 2004, 2006; Nordhaus et al. 2010b,
2012; Wongwathanarat, Janka, & Müller 2010, 2013) and
spins (Blondin & Mezzacappa 2007; Rantsiou et al. 2011;
Guilet & Fernández 2013), quasi-periodic neutrino emission
modulations (Marek, Janka, & Müller 2009; Lund et al.
2010; Tamborra et al. 2013), and SN gravitational-wave sig-

nals (Marek, Janka, & Müller 2009; Murphy, Ott, & Burrows
2009; Müller, Janka, & Marek 2013).

We here report the discovery of a new type of low-mode
nonradial instability, LESA, which we have observed in 3D
hydrodynamical simulations with detailed, energy-dependent,
three-flavor neutrino transport using the Prometheus-Vertex
code. Our current portfolio of simulated 3D models in-
cludes an 11.2 M� model that shows violent large-scale con-
vection but no obvious signs of SASI activity during the sim-
ulated period of postbounce evolution, a 20 M� model with
a long SASI phase, and a 27 M� model in which episodes of
SASI alternate with phases of dominant large-scale convec-
tion (Hanke et al. 2013; Tamborra et al. 2013). While all
models exhibit LESA, with di↵erent orientations of the emis-
sion dipole, the clearest case is the 11.2 M� model, because
the new e↵ect is not overlaid with SASI activity.

To provide a first impression of our new and intriguing phe-
nomenon we show in Fig. 1 the distribution of lepton-number
emission (⌫e minus ⌫̄e) for the 11.2 M� model over the stel-
lar surface at postbounce (p.b.) times of 148, 169, 210, and
240 ms. In each panel, the lepton-number flux is normalized
to the instantaneous average and the color scale covers the
range from �0.5 to 2.5 of this relative measure. We indicate
the positive dipole direction with a black dot, the negative
direction with a cross. We also show the track of the posi-
tive dipole direction as a dark-gray line, ranging from 70 ms
p.b., where the dipole begins forming, to the end of the sim-
ulation at 340 ms. While at 148 ms the dipole pattern is not
yet strong—a quadrupole component is clearly visible and
the dipole is still building up as we will see later—the subse-
quent snapshots reveal a strong dipole pattern with large am-
plitude: In the negative-dipole direction, the lepton-number
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We here report the discovery of a new type of low-mode
nonradial instability, LESA, which we have observed in 3D
hydrodynamical simulations with detailed, energy-dependent,
three-flavor neutrino transport using the Prometheus-Vertex
code. Our current portfolio of simulated 3D models in-
cludes an 11.2 M� model that shows violent large-scale con-
vection but no obvious signs of SASI activity during the sim-
ulated period of postbounce evolution, a 20 M� model with
a long SASI phase, and a 27 M� model in which episodes of
SASI alternate with phases of dominant large-scale convec-
tion (Hanke et al. 2013; Tamborra et al. 2013). While all
models exhibit LESA, with di↵erent orientations of the emis-
sion dipole, the clearest case is the 11.2 M� model, because
the new e↵ect is not overlaid with SASI activity.

To provide a first impression of our new and intriguing phe-
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LESA may induce fast conversions. 



Conclusions

• Neutrinos play a fundamental role in supernovae.

• Intriguing neutrino features from 3D SN simulations. 

• The SN neutrino signal can probe the nature of the hydrodynamical instability.

• Nu-nu interactions may potentially affect the explosion and LESA.   
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